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Abstract

Learning rates for the same or similar products differ significantly across firms. One reason for
this heterogeneity may be that most firms are multiproduct firms and that they learn both within
and across the products they produce and sell. Moreover, the organization of production and
the technological design of (families of) products may affect the extent of learning across
products. We study learning from failures within and across products in the US automotive
industry, using safety recalls as a particularly costly form of product failure. We find that firms
indeed learn from failure across products, but learning is faster if products use a common
technological platform or are produced in a common plant. Severe product failures involving a
supplier also lead to increased across-product learning. Our results shed light on the
characteristics of firms’ learning from failure across products and extend the existing literature,
which typically studies learning at the firm or the product level and thus misses out on an
important channel for learning in manufacturing contexts. 
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particularly costly form of product failure. We find that firms indeed learn from failure across 
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Introduction 

Learning by doing is typically conceptualized by individuals or firms doing the same thing repeatedly 

and getting better at it (Lapré and Nembhard 2011), or by aggregating a set of similar activities at the 

firm (or team) level to measure aggregated improvements in operational performance. A small set of 

studies, however, indicates that individuals do improve their effectiveness by working on other, more 

or less tangentially related tasks (Schilling et al. 2003, Staats and Gino 2012, Wiersma 2007).  

An implicit assumption of the premise that most learning takes place from completing the same task is 

that two firms with the same cumulative production volume have learnt the same and they are equally 

efficient. However, learning rates do differ across firms (Argote et al. 1990, Argote and Epple 1990, 

Haunschild and Rhee 2004, Haunschild and Sullivan 2002, Hayes and Clark 1986, Thompson 2001).  

There are at least three potential explanations for this: First, firms may have different inherent learning 

abilities, e.g. through prior experience (Kim et al. 2009), a different learning focus (Baum and Dahlin 

2007), different organizational arrangements (Sorenson 2003) or employee behavior (Tucker 2016). 

Organizations’ effort to learn may also vary across different tasks and experience (Desai 2015, 

Haunschild and Rhee 2004, Haunschild and Sullivan 2002). Second, the same production volume may 

be spaced over different time spans, leading to organizational forgetting (Benkard 2000) for firms with 

more dispersed production cycles and high employee turnover (Argote et al. 1990, Thompson 2007). 

Third, firms may produce multiple products, which may allow them to learn from a focal as well as 

from other products.  

As most firms produce and sell more than one product, the third candidate explanation seems 

especially promising. We therefore ask if characteristics of a firm’s product portfolio affect product-

level learning rates and if so, how? A product portfolio has several characteristics that may affect 

learning within and across products: i) the technological similarity of products, ii) if products are 

produced in the same location and iii) if they rely on the same (internal or externally supplied) parts. 

We study these to dissect learning curves for multiproduct firms. Our analysis will be at the product 

level to make full use of the heterogeneity in portfolio characteristics and to see if some products are 

more prone to learning from others in an automaker’s portfolio. 
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Firms can improve from two sources of learning: Learning from success, i.e. from the repeated 

successful execution of a particular task, and learning from failure, i.e. by detecting faults and learning 

to avoid them in the future. Most prior studies focus on learning from production experience and do 

not distinguish between successes and failures (Lapré and Nembhard 2011). A smaller literature 

focuses on learning from failures (Baum and Dahlin 2007, Haunschild and Rhee 2004, Haunschild and 

Sullivan 2002, Madsen and Desai 2010, Maslach et al. 2018, Sitkin 1992) to study the process of 

avoiding costly mistakes and faulty products. A product recall is a particularly costly failure: a 

product’s shortcomings become publicly known and firms bear the costs of recalling all products sold 

and either replacing them or fixing the fault. Hence, firms use insights from past recall experience to 

avoid future recalls.  

We study how multiproduct firms learn from failure within and across products in the US automotive 

industry. Automotive recalls are especially important; they are economically highly relevant, they 

affect the safety of a large part of the population, and they are often covered in depth by the press and 

the general public. Moreover, recalls in the automotive industry are very well documented, which 

allows for an in-depth look at the sources and channels of learning.  

We use a hand-collected dataset on car safety recalls in the US from the National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration (NHTSA) from 2002-2014 and match it with data on vehicles’ location of 

production, vehicle specifications and technical details of recalls from commercial and public sources. 

We find that firms learn to avoid recalls following a recall either of the focal or of related products. 

However, learning across products is most effective if the products use the same technological 

platform, are produced in the same plant, or if the recall involves a supplier. Interestingly, even for the 

same product, learning is contingent on production in the same plant. Further, firms learn differently 

from design and manufacturing recalls. Manufacturing recalls foster localized learning, design-related 

recalls systemic learning. 

We analyze an important phenomenon affecting most firms and contribute theoretically to the question 

of where learning takes place: at the firm level, within products or modules, or even within local 

groups of individuals. Our results also suggest that differences in product quality can at least partly be 

explained by differences in across-product learning from product failures. 
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Background: Automotive product recalls 

In the US, cars are recalled if they do not meet the safety standards specified in the National Traffic 

and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. These safety standards set minimum performance levels for all vehicle 

parts that affect drivers’ safety. Product recalls indicate a failure to fulfill these standards, which risks 

accidents, injuries or death of drivers and passengers.  

Recalls are extremely costly for firms. In total, automakers paid more than 22 billion US dollar for 

recalls in 2016 and a single recall can cost billions of US dollars (Isidore 2014, Jibrell 2018). In 

addition to the direct costs, firms incur indirect costs from a recall. They can lead to lower market 

share, stock prices and can lower sales for a firm’s entire product portfolio (Chen et al. 2009, Liu and 

Shankar 2015, Rhee and Haunschild 2006). There is a slight upward trend over the last decades both 

in the number of product recalls and the affected vehicles (Jibrell 2018), which is surprising given the 

industry’s maturity and established technology. While most work on product recalls studies the 

potential consequences of recalls (Shah et al. 2016), we study what drives them in the first place. 

A product recall can either be initiated voluntarily by a firm or enforced by the NHTSA if vehicles do 

not comply with safety standards.1 About 80% of recalls are voluntary. As outsourcing is common in 

the automotive industry, 55% of the product recalls in our sample involve an externally supplied 

component. Further, product failures can either be caused by a design (46%) or a manufacturing (54%) 

mistake. The number of vehicles, i.e. car owners, affected by a single recall varies considerably, with 

the median number of cars affected at around 12,500 cars, although some recalls affect more than 10 

million vehicles.  

The automotive industry is an interesting context for studying firms’ learning from product recalls 

since quality is extremely important for cars and safety standards save lives. Moreover, a reputation 

for high quality and reliability is important for manufacturers. Nevertheless, automakers still face a 

considerable number of product recalls. Interestingly, and relevant for us, most automakers are large 

firms selling multiple car models produced in plants distributed all over the world. Firms vary in the 

number of produced car models, the technological similarity of models, their number and size of 

plants and the distribution of car models across plants. This heterogeneity is interesting as it is likely to 

                                                           
1 http://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/recalls/recallprocess.cfm 
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affect firms’ ability to transfer knowledge across products and thus firms’ ability to learn from prior 

recalls across products.2 Figure 1 shows that there also is significant heterogeneity in failure rates of 

automakers, our key variable of interest. 

-------------- INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE -------------- 

Organizational Learning – Theory and Empirics 

Learning and recalls 

Organizational search and learning tend to be triggered by organizations’ failure to meet aspirations 

(Cyert and March 1963, Greve 1998). Product recalls have serious consequences for firms and imply 

that a firm does not meet minimum quality aspirations, which triggers problemistic search and 

learning. Prior work studies how organizations learn from negative performance outcomes and finds 

that failures tend to stimulate organizational learning and change (Baum and Dahlin 2007, Desai 2015, 

Haunschild and Sullivan 2002, Sitkin 1992). These results and empirical evidence (Haunschild and 

Rhee 2004) suggest that firms will learn from recalls, a specific type of product failure.3 However, 

learning rates vary considerably across organizations (Argote et al. 1990, Argote and Epple 1990, 

Haunschild and Rhee 2004, Haunschild and Sullivan 2002). Given the wide heterogeneity in 

automakers’ product portfolios, some of this variation in learning rates may be explained by firms’ 

product portfolio and production structure.  

Prior studies on organizational learning from failure either study learning within one product (Levitt et 

al. 2013) or aggregate all experience to the firm level (Baum and Dahlin 2007, Haunschild and Rhee 

2004, Haunschild and Sullivan 2002, Kim et al. 2009, Sitkin 1992). However, many firms produce 

multiple products and can learn from failures either within or across products. We ask: (i) if firms 

learn from product failures within and across products, and (ii) how a firm’s product portfolio and 

production structure represent boundary conditions for learning across products and thus explain 

variation in firms’ learning rates from failure.  

                                                           
2 Throughout the paper we use the terms product and (car) model interchangeably. 
3 As recalls are a failure to meet quality standards, we treat failure and recall as synonyms in this study.  
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Learning across products  

How do firms learn from failure across products? This question has important implications for theory 

on organizational learning of multiproduct firms, yet the existing literature cannot give us conclusive 

answers. Eggers (2012) shows that a firm’s product portfolio affects the breadth and timing of 

experience created and thus affects its potential to learn from experience. Most prior work focuses on 

learning from other firms (Argote et al. 1990, Baum and Dahlin 2007, Kim et al. 2009, Krieger 2017), 

and there are few papers looking at knowledge transfer within a firm. The existing consensus is that 

firms learn from production experience across shifts (Epple et al. 1991, Epple et al. 1996, Levitt et al. 

2013), and along these lines, Schilling et al. (2003) show in a lab experiment that related task variation 

can increase the rate of learning, which implies that learning in one task can be transferred to another 

task. Also, product switching can lead to a more efficient allocation and use of resources (Bernard et 

al., 2010), and Wiersma (2007) finds that learning at Royal Dutch Mail benefited from heterogeneity 

in related products.  

While the above findings suggest that knowledge transfer across products can occur, we are only 

aware of one study directly investigating the strength of knowledge transfer across products in a multi-

product firm. Egelman et al. (2017) study productivity and learning-by-doing in a single plant that 

produces several generations of a focal product and some other products. Productivity improved when 

several generations are produced simultaneously because knowledge is transferred from older to newer 

product generations, while there is no transfer between the focal product and other (different) 

products. Given the single-plant, single (focal) product setup, however, these findings do not tell us 

how differences in firms’ product portfolios and location of production explain variations in across-

product learning. Moreover, all studies discussed above focus on production experience, leaving the 

process of learning from failure unexplored. Yet, learning from failure is theoretically quite different 

to learning from production experience, as we outline below.  

A central idea in organizational learning theory is that organizations learn from failure because failure 

to meet aspirations triggers search to correct or enhance performance (Cyert and March 1963, Greve 

2003, Levitt and March 1988). Extensive search is especially triggered by negative, unusual outcomes 

(Sitkin 1992), which indicate that current practices are not working and motivate problem-driven 
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search for causes and solutions. Performance below aspirations, such as failure to meet quality 

standards, triggers efforts to identify new ways of doing things and new things to do (Baum and 

Dahlin 2007, Greve 2003). Additionally, failures uncover faulty practices and can give indications on 

how to improve them. Thus, learning manifests in improvements leading to fewer failures in the 

future. In some cases, a limited product failure can reveal deeper systemic failures4 and lead to more 

failures in the short term because additional problems become easier to detect. However, we expect 

the first-order effect of a prior failure to reduce further ones (Argote 1993, Yelle 1979).  

In sum, we expect that firms learn from product recalls within and across products. We expect a 

product’s past recalls to decrease failures for the same product in following years, and that failures in 

other products will also decrease failures of the focal product in following years. However, the 

strength of across-product learning depends on a firm’s product portfolio and the distribution and 

organization of production. Obtaining heterogeneous effects contingent on these firm-specific 

characteristics will be informative about the locus of learning, i.e. whether learning takes place at the 

level of the workplace, at the product module, or at the level of suppliers. 

Heterogeneity in firms’ learning from failure across products  

Learning rates across products can differ depending on various firm characteristics. First, they are 

likely to depend on the technological similarity of firms’ products. Commonalities among products 

will increase the scope of knowledge that firms can transfer. If products are too different, knowledge 

transfer from one product to the other may be technologically infeasible. Conversely, knowledge 

transfer across similar products could also be driven by firms’ allocation of attention (Ocasio 1997). 

Firms may focus their efforts on evaluating the effects of a specific product’s failure on similar, other 

products. Similar products will share some characteristics, so focusing efforts to eliminate failures on 

similar products may be comparably less costly than for dissimilar products. Organizational structures 

channel employees’ attention on specific issues and answers, so product similarity can be such a 

                                                           
4 In 2012, Ford recalled about 6,000 Ford Escapes because a cylinder head cup plug could dislodge, resulting in a 

rapid loss of coolant and risks engine fires. Shortly thereafter Ford announced another recall for about 65,000 

Ford Escapes because they found another failure in the engine cooling system that affected 14,000 Ford Fusion. 
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(formal or conceptual) structure to direct attention, which affects learning rates (Desai 2015, 

Haunschild and Sullivan 2002). 

Second, across-product learning may also depend on where products are manufactured. Prior work on 

firm learning studies, with mixed empirical results, if knowledge accumulated by experience is 

embedded in the broader organization and technology or in the individual worker. Organizations 

transfer a great amount of knowledge across shifts in a single plant, implying that knowledge is 

embodied in the broader organization and technology (Epple et al. 1991, Epple et al. 1996, Levitt et al. 

2013). However, productivity and learning rates vary considerably between plants of the same firm 

(Argote and Epple 1990, Hayes and Clark 1986), so there also seems to be a plant- or individual-

specific element to learning.  

If learning from failure takes place in organizations and their technology, knowledge transfer across 

products should not depend on whether products are produced in the same plant. If the locus is in 

individual workers and processes of a specific plant, learning across products should predominantly 

occur for products produced in the same plant.  

Third, we expect learning across products to differ when outsourced product components are the 

source of failure. Theoretically, it is not obvious if supplier involvement increases or hampers learning 

from product failures. One the one hand, across-product learning may be weaker when a supplier is 

involved in a failure, as automakers, i.e. the outsourcing firms, acquire less detailed knowledge about 

these failures compared to internal failures. This could make it harder to identify the implications of a 

failure for other products. Indeed empirically, learning-by-doing achieves better results than learning 

from external sources (Weigelt 2009). Firms may also feel less responsible for failures when an 

external supplier is involved and pay less attention to these events, which may hamper learning. 

Conversely, some work has found that organizations learn more from the failures of others than their 

own (Baum and Dahlin 2007, Kc et al. 2013). This is explained by organizations’ and individuals’ 

aversion to acknowledging failure, which results in a tendency to attribute successes to internal causes 

(e.g., own effort and actions) and failures to external causes beyond one’s control (e.g., environmental 

conditions) (Weiner 1985). Firm procedures that reward success and penalize failure can create 

additional incentives for management and employees to identify and analyze failures of others’ rather 
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than failures within their own responsibility (Argyris 1990). Hence, whether supplier involvement 

facilitates or impedes learning from product failures is predominantly an empirical question.  

Method 

Data and sample 

We study learning from product recalls within and across products in the automotive industry. In the 

US, the NHTSA tracks data on all motor vehicle and equipment recalls since 1966. We collected this 

data in January 2018 from the NHTSA website. For any recall, the data reports the automaker, the 

name of the affected car models, their model-year, the recall date, the approximate number of cars 

affected and the recall originator (firm or NHTSA). 

To obtain information on models’ location of production, their technological platform and further 

vehicle specifications, we use data from Ward’s Automotive (www.wardsauto.com). We have 

information on all car models produced between January 2002 and December 2014. We study car 

manufacturers that sell cars in the US and have at least one production plant in Northern America, 

Western Europe or Japan. When merging the datasets, we take into account different names and 

spellings for manufacturers, makes and models. We do not include manufacturers that only produce 

electrical cars and manufacturers that produced less than five car models that faced safety recalls in the 

US between January 2002 and December 2017. Moreover, we exclude car models launched before 

2002 as the learning processes have started before our period of observation which could bias our 

results.   

The final dataset includes all safety recalls for 352 car models manufactured by 49 automakers 

produced between 2002 to 2014. Following prior research in the automotive industry, we chose the 

“automaker” (e.g., Cadillac, Audi) rather than the “auto firm” (e.g., GM, Volkswagen) as the relevant 

unit for studying learning from product recalls.5 This is because safety recalls typically do not span 

across automakers even if they belong to the same parent company and each automaker has 

                                                           
5 Some automakers belong to a parent company (e.g., Cadillac belongs to GM and Audi to Volkswagen), while 

others are completely independent (e.g., BMW and Hyundai). 
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independent research and development (R&D) and production teams (Haunschild and Rhee, 2004). 

Hence, the automaker is responsible for a safety recall and its resolution. 

Since we are interested in within- and across-product learning, our unit of analysis is a specific car 

model in a given year. Car models are typically produced in model-years, which run from September 

to August. Changes in car design are uncommon during the model-year, so a model-year represents 

one specific configuration of a car and learning is measured on a yearly basis. Our final data include 

2,337 model-year observations and covers all model-years of a car model in which it has been 

produced, irrespectively if the model experienced a recall in the specific year. 

For the models in our sample, we collected additional information to identify our effects more 

precisely. Models are produced in different generations. While smaller makeovers and changes are 

implemented between any subsequent model-years, larger changes are usually implemented with the 

launch of a new generation. New generations are typically introduced every 5 to 7 years. As the 

generation of a car model may affect firm learning, we manually collected information on the current 

and previous generations of all models in our sample by gathering information from manufacturers, 

auto magazines and blogs.  

For additional recall information, we coded all recall reports for the car models in our sample from 

2000 to 2014. For every recall, firms must submit a Safety Defect and Noncompliance Report to the 

NHTSA explaining details about the product recall beyond the information tracked in the NHTSA 

database. We collected the reports for 3,747 recalls. Four trained coders read all reports and manually 

coded if a defect has been caused by a design or a manufacturing mistake if the report mentions the 

involvement of a supplier and how firms first discovered a defect.6   

Variables 

Dependent variable 

Our dependent variable is the total number of safety recalls that a car model of a given model-year 

experiences within three years of its launch. We used recalls in a three-year window to normalize the 

                                                           
6 The inter-rater reliability has been checked several times throughout the coding process using Cohen’s kappa. 

Cohen’s kappa indicated substantial agreement (>0.6) for all variables and coders.   
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time each car model is exposed to potential recalls. We have information on all recalls that occurred 

before 31 December 2017 and consider car models built between 2002 and 2014. Major design or 

manufacturing mistakes are usually spotted in the first three years after model launch. Later recalls 

typically cover smaller issues such as corrosion. 

Independent variables 

Cumulative recalls of the focal model. We measure recall experience for the focal model in the 

respective model-year by the cumulative number of recalls for the model before the respective model-

year. We take the cumulative number of recalls in the three, ten and fifteen years before the focal 

model-year to test the effect of different time windows on the observed effect.7  

Cumulative recalls of other models. The cumulative experience an automaker gained from recalling 

other car models is measured by the number of recalls of an automaker’s models net of the focal 

model’s recalls. We again take into account recalls before the production of the focal model-year and 

accumulate recalls over different time windows.  

Control variables 

We control for variables at the model- and carmaker-level that may affect the ability and opportunity 

of carmakers to learn across models. Specifically, we measure the variety of production at different 

levels and the extent of sharing of common (technological or geographical) infrastructure across 

models. Ceteris paribus, higher variety (at all levels) renders products more different, impeding 

learning. Conversely, more sharing across models implies that these models have more in common, 

which should lead to more learning across models.  

Number of models. The overall size of a carmaker’s portfolio can affect learning opportunities. 

Moreover, our variety and sharing measures have to be considered relative to portfolio size. Hence, we 

control for a manufacturer’s total number of car models produced in the focal year. 

Platform variety. We count the number of technological platforms an automaker uses in a given year. 

A platform is “a relatively large set of (a) product components that are physically connected as a stable 

                                                           
7 Bennett and Snyder (2017) suggest using sliding windows since accumulating experience over the whole 

production cycle can bias results. As optimal window size cannot be determined ex-ante, we test different 

windows.  
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sub-assembly and are common to different final models”(Muffatto 1999: 145).8 An automaker with a 

higher number of platforms for a given set of models has a higher technological variety.  

Model variety. To capture technological variety at the product level, we use the number of different 

platforms used for a car model as a proxy. Models typically come in different variants. While these 

variants sometimes differ only in minor characteristics such as a roof-light and are built on the same 

platform, some models have more distinct variants and are built on different platforms, which we use 

to capture product-level technological variety. 

Plant variety. We use the number of plants producing the focal model in the respective model-year as 

a measure for the variety in the location of production. The intuition is that producing the same model 

at different locations renders learning more difficult.  

Platform sharing. The same platform can be used to produce a number of different car models. These 

models are technologically more similar than models on different platforms, which may facilitate the 

transfer of recall experience. For each platform of the focal model, we count the number of other 

models using the same platform. We then average these numbers across all platforms of the focal 

model to proxy for a model’s degree of platform sharing.  

Plant sharing. Knowledge transfer may be easier for models produced in the same plant. We compute 

the number of other models produced in each plant of the focal model and use the average across all 

plants of a model to proxy for the extent of a model’s plant sharing. 

In addition to the controls for sharing and variety at different levels, we control for several other 

possible drives of within- and across-product learning. 

Years Since Launch. In the first years after the launch or after significant changeovers, products are 

likely to experience more recalls. Therefore, we collected information on the first model-year of each 

model generation and include the number of years between launch year and current year. 

Number of previous generations. As firms may transfer knowledge across model generations, they 

may have more knowledge about models that have been produced for several generations. This may 

                                                           
8 For cars the technological platform typically determines the core components such as the floorpan, wheelbase, 

steering mechanism, front or rear suspension, the location of the engine and other powertrain components. All 

large car manufacturers in our sample nowadays pursue a platform strategy. 
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affect the quality of the current model-year. We thus control for the number of previous generations in 

our analysis.  

Production experience. The number of units produced of a product affects its quality (Levitt et al. 

2013) and hence the likelihood of a recall. Hence, we include the number of units produced of the 

respective model in the analysis to control for a firm’s model-specific production experience.  

Estimation  

We estimate the total number of safety-related recalls that car model m in a given model-year t 

produced by automaker i experiences in the three years after its launch in the following equation:  

Ln(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡 + 1) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐶𝑢𝑚. 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑡−1 +

𝛽2𝐶𝑢𝑚.  𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠−𝑚𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑚 + 𝛿𝑡 + 휀𝑚𝑖𝑡 

(1) 

Xmit are the control variables introduced above. We also include fixed-effects at the car model-level γm 

to control for time-invariant, latent characteristics of a car model, such as its baseline quality level. We 

also control for unobserved events that affect all automakers in a given year, such as legal fines 

imposed on firms for incorrect recall behavior through year fixed-effects δt.9 The error term is εmit. For 

our main models, we use ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates and cluster standard errors at the 

decision-making entity, the automaker.  

Following prior work (Kc et al. 2013, Lapré and Tsikriktsis 2006), we use the logarithm rather than 

the count of our dependent variable and estimate a log-linear model. This is in line with theory that 

predicts a learning curve that becomes less steep with increasing experience (Lapré et al. 2000).10 

Additionally, the logarithm captures the right-skewed distribution of the dependent variable. As the 

dependent variable is a count variable, prior work also used negative binomial models to estimate 

                                                           
9 For instance, in 2014, Toyota has been fined $1.2 billion for an untimely recall of cars with a defect that caused 

unintended acceleration in certain cases Vlasic B, Apuzzo M (2014) Toyota is fined $1.2 billion for concealing 

safety defects. The New York Times, retrieved from: https://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/20/business/toyota-

reaches-1-2-billion-settlement-in-criminal-inquiry.html..  
10 Prior work on learning-by-doing often uses a log-log specification. This is appropriate for studies using the 

entire history of experience. If experience has been gained before the start of the investigation period, as in our 

setting, logging the cumulative experience variables can yield biased coefficients (Lapré and Tsikriktsis, 2006). 

Our results are qualitatively unchanged if we use a log-log specification, however a log-linear model gives the 

highest model fit.  
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comparable learning models (Haunschild and Rhee 2004). Our results are consistent across log-linear 

OLS and negative binomial models. We measure firms’ accumulated recall experience in a specified, 

moving time window rather than taking into account all prior experience for two reasons (Haunschild 

and Rhee 2004, Kc 2014). First, prior research indicates that the effect of experience declines over 

time (Argote, 2012). Yet, theory does not really suggest one “optimal” accounting rate, and the 

optimal fit is context-specific (Baum and Ingram 1998, Haunschild and Rhee 2004). Thus, we use a 

time window of three years, in line with (Haunschild and Rhee 2004). While plausible, this choice is 

arbitrary. Therefore, we test different time windows. Second, recent work on the empirics of learning 

from failure suggests that using the entire observable history of failure can cause a unit root problem 

and bias results towards more significant coefficients (Bennett and Snyder 2017). We also ensure that 

the slope of our coefficient is not induced by the simultaneous inclusion of success and failure 

experience in the same model (Bennett and Snyder 2017).   

Results  

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics, and pairwise correlations are in Table 2. On average, a model-

year of a specific car experiences just below two recalls within the first three years after its launch. 

Half of the investigated models face at least one recall per model-year, which indicates that detecting a 

safety-relevant failure is a realistic risk for firms.  

-------------- INSERT TABLE 1 HERE -------------- 

In terms of the product portfolio and the production structure, Table 1 shows that most manufacturers 

produce two different models on the same technological platform. It is rare that model variants are 

based on different platforms. The number of plants producing the same model varies between one and 

16. On average, two models are co-produced in the same plant.  

Some variables are highly correlated. However, these correlations are well explainable and 

unavoidable. The number of models and the number of platforms of a manufacturer highly correlate 

with the cumulative number of recalls of other models and among each other. This is because the more 

different models a manufacturer produces, the more models face recalls and the more technological 

platforms are necessary to technically realize the offered car models. We checked if multicollinearity 
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drives our results by including each of the variables alone and together. Our results do not change 

qualitatively. We include all variables in our preferred model to ensure reasonable ceteris paribus 

conditions.  

-------------- INSERT TABLE 2 HERE -------------- 

Baseline results: Learning from failure across products  

Table 3 gives our basic learning model and compares different specifications. In columns (1)–(4) we 

add our independent variables one by one. The first four are log-linear OLS, and column (5) gives 

marginal effects of a negative binomial model. Columns (1)–(5) use three-year cumulative experience, 

columns (6) and (7) test longer time windows (10 and 15 years, respectively).   

-------------- INSERT TABLE 3 HERE -------------- 

Our results consistently indicate that learning from product recalls occurs within and across products. 

The cumulative number of past recalls of a specific car model significantly reduces the number of 

recalls for the same model in subsequent years. Hence, firms learn from product recalls within a 

specific product. One additional recall decreases the number of recalls for the same model in the 

following model-year by 2.7% (see column (4)), and an increase in recalls by one standard deviation 

reduces the number of future recalls by 6.2%. 

Firms also learn across products: The cumulative number of recalls of other car models significantly 

reduces product failures by the focal car model. One additional recall of other models decreases the 

number of recalls by the focal model in the following year by 0.7% (column (4)). An increase by one 

standard deviation reduces future recalls by about 15%. Column (5)  shows that results are very 

similar with a negative binomial regression.11 

Columns (6) and (7) show that the findings are robust to longer time windows. To increase 

consistency and comparability with prior research (Haunschild and Rhee 2004) we will use a three-

year window for the remainder of our analysis. As the simultaneous inclusion of success and failure 

experience in one empirical model can bias the slope of the regression coefficients (Bennett and 

                                                           
11 We tested further specifications, such as linear-linear and log-log models as well as clustering standard errors 

on different levels and obtain qualitatively similar results.  
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Snyder 2017), we checked if the inclusion of the cumulative production experience changes our 

results. Findings are not affected.12  

We test for learning spillovers across firms by including other automakers’ cumulative recalls in Table 

4. However, using cumulative industry recalls with year fixed-effects creates multicollinearity issues. 

The correlation table (Table 2) already shows that industry recalls are highly correlated with time (-

0.71). Column (1)–(4) in Table 4 show that while cumulative industry recalls and year fixed-effects 

show negative or insignificant coefficients when included separately, coefficients turn positive and 

increase in size and significance if both are jointly included. These are common signs for 

multicollinearity, which can result in Type I errors (Kalnins 2018). Hence, we do not interpret the 

effect of cumulative industry experience and do not include it in our main analysis.  

The interaction between cumulative industry experience and year fixed-effects may also influence the 

coefficients of our main variables of interest.13 However, columns (4) and (5) show that the effect on 

our coefficients of interest is small and our findings are unchanged.  

-------------- INSERT TABLE 4 HERE -------------- 

Prior work suggests that knowledge spillovers are larger within firm alliances compared to non-allied 

firms (Gomes-Casseres et al. 2006). As several automakers share the same parent firm, we test if 

across-product learning is stronger within those automakers in column (6). Sharing the parent 

company does not foster learning and automakers do not learn from recalls of other automakers in the 

same parent company. 

Heterogeneous effects: Determinants for learning from failure across products  

Our baseline results show firms learn from failure within and across models. Underlying these results 

is the notion that knowledge gained from failures can be transferred across car models within the same 

firm. However, different features of the organization may affect the ease of knowledge transfer. 

Hence, we study drivers and barriers for learning within and across products. Specifically, we look at 

                                                           
12 The detailed results are shown in Appendix 1. 
13 Year fixed-effects in our setting control for changes in the overall recall level over time while cumulative 

experience on industry-, firm- and model-level also add up to the overall recall level. This is why 

multicollinearity may influence our main results when including both. 
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technological similarity, the location of production and supplier involvement. We implement this by 

splitting our “cumulative recalls” variables by their respective technological and geographical 

similarity and whether the recalls involve a supplier or not. Results for each of these factors are in 

Tables 5 and 6. 

-------------- INSERT TABLE 5 HERE -------------- 

Technological similarity. We show how the technological similarity of products, in particular, a 

shared technological platform, influences learning within and across products and find that learning 

within and across products predominantly occurs when the technological platform is shared and 

products are technologically more similar (column (1)).  

The fact that recalls are caused by two main reasons and vary in their severity can help us further 

pinpoint the conditions for and locus of learning. Recalls can either result from mistakes made during 

the design of a product or from mistakes during manufacturing. Additionally, recalls vary in their 

severity, i.e. the number of cars and consumers affected by a recall.14 To dig deeper into the role of 

technology in learning we split manufacturing and design recalls in columns (2 and 3 -  design recalls) 

and (4 and 5 - manufacturing recalls) and analyze the effect of their severity on learning in columns 

((3) and (5)). We find that firms only learn from manufacturing recalls on a specific technological 

platform.15 Columns (2) and (3) focus on design recalls and show that design mistakes within one 

product only decrease subsequent recalls if the design mistakes affected a model variant on the same 

platform. Severe design faults seem to trigger the discovery of additional faults in car models built on 

the same platform, which seem to outweigh the number of avoided faults, yielding a positive 

coefficient, i.e. “negative learning”. We also tested if platform sharing across automakers fosters 

learning, but found no support for this.16  

                                                           
14 A recall represents a severe recall in our analysis if more than the average number of cars (100,000 cars) is 

affected. Our sensitivity analyses of this threshold suggest that using the average is adequate in our setting. 
15 The variable cumulative severe recalls of the focal model on other platforms is not included in column (5) 

because there is too little variation for this variable when focusing on severe manufacturing recalls only as only 

very few car models have variants based on different platforms and most manufacturing mistakes affect less than 

100,000 cars.   
16 Detailed findings are in Appendix 2. 
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Collocation of production. Our findings on how the location of production affects learning within 

and across products are in columns (6)-(10). Within- and across-product learning mainly occurs within 

a certain plant and firms learn less from mistakes from other plants. In columns (6)-(10), we again 

split manufacturing and design recalls and examine the effect of their severity. Our results show that 

while firms learn from severe design mistakes across products produced on different plants, learning 

from manufacturing mistakes only occurs across co-located products. However, learning from 

manufacturing recalls across plants occurs within the same product. For design recalls, severity 

increases learning while severity matters less for manufacturing recalls.  

Supplier involvement. Table 6 shows how the involvement of suppliers in recalls affects learning. 

We find that firms learn from recalls irrespective of the involvement of a supplier (column (1)). For 

severe recalls (column (2)), learning within and across products is stronger for recalls with supplier 

involvement. To dig deeper, we exploited heterogeneity across supplier relationships of automakers 

from different locations (producing in the US). Traditionally, US manufacturers opt for more arm’s 

length supplier relationships than European and Japanese automakers which tend to have more co-

operative, long-term supplier relationships (Birou and Fawcett 1994). Given these differences, we 

therefore test if firms from the EU and Japan learn differently from supplier mistakes than US firms in 

columns (3) to (8). Our findings indicate the European firms learn more from supplier mistakes across 

products than other automakers (column (4)). We revisit this unexpected finding in our discussion. 

-------------- INSERT TABLE 6 HERE -------------- 

Additional insights: What do firms learn? 

We measure learning in terms of the number of recalls of future model-years. Firms can learn from 

product recalls through different channels. For instance, they can either eliminate the source of 

mistakes or they can increase testing to discover mistakes before products enter the market. While we 

do not have information on the activities pursued by the firms in our sample, we can get some 

indication on whether firms increase their testing by using information on whether the fault causing a 

recall has been discovered internally within the firm or externally. If firms increase testing, the share 

of internally discovered mistakes should increase. Table 7, column (1) shows how past recalls affect 
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the share of internally discovered mistakes. After recalls, firms seem to increase testing within the 

affected product, but not across products. 

-------------- INSERT TABLE 7 HERE -------------- 

Alternative explanations 

Our logic suggests that past recalls influence product quality because firms learn from past failures. 

Product failures reveal information about a product’s quality issues and firms use this information to 

spot similar issues in their products and avoid similar failures in the future. Our results are consistent 

with this explanation and inconsistent with two other plausible ones.  

Strategic recall behavior. First, firms may manage their reputation actively and delay further recalls 

if they experienced many recalls in the past. This would lead to a lower number of recalls when firms 

experienced many recalls previously.17 As every recall report has to detail the chronology of a product 

failure, we can test if firms actually delay recalls after prior recalls. We know when firms first learned 

from a defect that will eventually result in a recall and can thus capture the time between defect 

discovery and the public recall announcement.  

In column (2) of Table 7, we ask if firms’ past recall experience affects the average time to recall of a 

focal car model. The recall experience of other car models has no influence on the average time to 

recall, while past recalls of the focal model decrease the average time to recall for the following 

model-year. Therefore, firms do not delay recalls when they experienced many recalls in the past, but 

even get faster in recalling. If anything, we underestimate the learning effect. In column (3) of Table 7, 

we take the share of voluntary recalls as another strategic aspect of recall behavior and find no 

indication of a change in recall behavior based on earlier recalls.  

Strategic portfolio management. Our results may also be driven by portfolio decisions of firms. If 

firms stop producing car models that triggered many recalls in the first years, these low-quality models 

may be underrepresented in our sample. Further, firms may not completely stop the production of low-

                                                           
17 Relatedly, we cannot observe if firms hide quality issues. Yet, it is highly unlikely that firms manage to hide a 

quality issue forever. Eventually, malfunctioning shows up in customer complaints, warranty claims and 

accidents. All of them are regularly monitored by the NHTSA, which enforces a recall if a firm does not 

voluntarily react. 
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quality car models but accelerate the introduction of a new generation for these models. This seems 

unlikely as product and production cycles are determined years in advance in the automotive industry. 

Automakers typically need five to six years to develop a new generation of a car model and it is 

unlikely that they will stop producing a model before being able to offer a new generation. However, 

to address this potential alternative explanation we tested if car models’ past recalls influence firms’ 

portfolio decisions. We ask if the number of recalls experienced by a model generation in the first two 

years after launch influences firms’ decision to stop production of the model or to introduce a new 

generation earlier. Table 8 shows the results. The median car model in our sample is continued and 

most car model generations are produced for five years, the typical lifespan of a car generation. The 

likelihood that firms discontinue the production of a model is negatively correlated with the number of 

recalls a model faced in the years after its launch, which is the opposite to what is expected. The years 

of production of a generation are not significantly correlated with the cumulative recalls of a model. 

Columns (1) and (2) give similar results in regressions controlling for the respective automaker.18  

-------------- INSERT TABLE 8 HERE -------------- 

 Discussion 

We disentangle within- and across-product learning in firms to understand if and when firms learn 

from failures across products. Although many firms sell multiple products, there has been little 

discussion about firms’ across-product learning. Most prior work either studies aggregated learning at 

the firm-level or organizational learning for a single product. We address this gap and show that firms 

learn from failures within and across products. Hence, across-product learning is important for 

understanding organizational learning rates and differences in learning across organizations. Learning 

curves of multiproduct firms seem to have a “scope dimension”. 

In addition to the “pure” portfolio effect that firms learn across their entire portfolio rather than just for 

a single product, we find that the characteristics of a firm’s product portfolio and production further 

affect learning across products. Table 9 summarizes our findings. 

                                                           
18 As Table 8 indicates a relationship between firms’ continuation decision and past recalls, we checked if our 

results hold if we focus our analysis on continued car models only, which is the case.  
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-------------- INSERT TABLE 9 HERE -------------- 

First, across-product learning is stronger for technologically similar products. Automakers 

predominantly learn across car models that share a technological platform. One explanation why 

learning is stronger across these products is that knowledge acquired for products built on a specific 

technological platform may be irrelevant for products built on a different platform because the 

products are too different technologically. However, given that different car models share many 

similar components beyond the ones defined by the technological platform, such as windshields, 

brakes, or airbags, technological transferability alone may not drive the effect. The allocation of 

attention may further explain why learning mainly occurs across products built on the same platform. 

We find that automakers do not learn from product failures of models by other automakers built on the 

same technological platform. These products are as similar in terms of the platform components as 

products within the same firm built on the same platform. Hence, learning across products is not 

driven solely by technological transferability. As detailed information on the technical causes of 

recalls is publicly available and firms are required by law to share information on faults with 

competitors, automakers have access to information on failures of other automakers, including the 

ones that share the same parent company. Hence, it is more plausible that firms focus their attention 

and efforts on understanding product failures on products on the same technological platform rather 

than evaluating the consequences for their entire portfolio or their parent firms’ portfolio.  

Our findings also show that manufacturing failures of other similar products lead to a reduction of 

subsequent recalls, while design failures of similar products lead to an increase of recalls in the 

following model-year. Design failures thus enable firms to spot similar failures in related products. 

The number of additionally spotted faults initially outweighs the number of avoided faults for design 

recalls. This implies that design failures are more systemic, i.e. design failures span over a number of a 

firm’s products, while manufacturing failures are more localized, i.e. they occur in the production of a 

specific product. Firms learn across products from both types of failures, design and manufacturing or 

systemic and local failures, yet the immediate consequences are different.  

Further, we find that firms mainly learn from failures across products from the same plant. Design 

failures can lead to learning across products produced in different plants while manufacturing failures 
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only lead to learning across the affected plant’s products. This is interesting given the high degree of 

automation and experience in global production of the automotive industry. Several expert interviews 

revealed that automakers are not concerned about differences in quality by production locations, but 

choose the location based on tax, labor costs and additional cost factors. Our findings indicate that 

learning from failure is still local even in a highly automated industry. Knowledge accumulated from 

manufacturing failures seems embodied in plant-specific processes or individual workers rather than in 

the broader organization or technology. Along with our result that automakers do not learn from 

failures of similar products produced by others, this indicates that there is an organizational side to 

across-product learning as well as a technological one. Firm and even plant boundaries can influence 

learning across products by either making knowledge less accessible or by decreasing the attention 

paid on product failures by others. 

Finally, firms learn more from severe product failures within and across products if the failure 

involves components by third-party suppliers, but learning also occurs without supplier involvement. 

This confirms findings that firms and individuals learn more from others’ failures compared to their 

own (Baum and Dahlin 2007, Kc et al. 2013). This is especially true for severe mistakes, i.e. when a 

deep fault-finding mission of the failure is more consequential. European firms learn more from 

product failures with supplier involvement than US and Japanese firms. Further analysis of this 

finding shows that European firms learn to reduce supplier and non-supplier mistakes based on their 

experience while Japanese and US firms’ learning is for supplier mistakes only. Hence, the depth of 

investigation may matter more than a close supplier relationship for learning from suppliers’ failures.  

We illustrate the economic significance of our results through a thought experiment. Consider Jaguar 

as an independent automaker taken over by Ford. If Ford, a large automaker selling a wide variety of 

products, merged with a small firm such as Jaguar, Jaguar would experience a drop in the average 

annual recalls per model year by one recall. This is a reduction of about 50%.19  

                                                           
19 This example is based on Ford’s and Jaguar’s average recalls per model year, their average cumulative recalls 

of other models and the overall average learning rate across products. It further assumes that the merged Ford 

and Jaguar learn as one firm (no post-merger friction) and that Jaguar starts out as a completely independent firm 

(Ford and Tata have been parent firms of Jaguar during the observation period). 
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Implications and Contributions 

We respond to calls for more studies that step “inside the learning curve” (Egelman et al. 2017, Lapré 

and Nembhard 2011) and contribute to a theoretical understanding of learning in multiproduct firms 

by disentangling within- and across-product learning. First, our findings complement existing studies 

by providing a new, additional explanation why learning rates differ across organizations. Prior work 

in organizational learning mainly studied firm-level learning rates (Baum and Dahlin 2007, 

Haunschild and Rhee 2004, Haunschild and Sullivan 2002). We find that organizational learning at the 

firm-level is the aggregate effect of within- and across-product learning, and firms’ learning rates can 

differ due to differences in their product portfolio and production structure driving the strength of 

across-product learning. The organizational learning curve has a “scope dimension” relevant for 

interpreting learning rates of multiproduct firms.  

Second, we add to existing work that finds differences between generalist and specialist firms in their 

learning from failure (Haunschild and Rhee 2004, Haunschild and Sullivan 2002). Haunschild and 

Rhee (2004) found that generalists learn more from product recalls and conjecture that this is because 

recalls are more severe for generalists (typically larger firms), whose recalls receive more publicity. 

We suggest that generalists may learn more from product failures because they can learn more across 

products than specialists. Generalists produce more products than specialists and can thus transfer 

knowledge from failure to a larger set of products if their products have sufficient overlap in 

technology and production.  

Third, we advance the theoretical understanding of drivers and properties of across-product learning 

from failure and complement prior work that calls for a more nuanced view on firm behavior triggered 

by failure (Maslach 2016). Our results show that learning across products is facilitated by shared core 

components. The scope of transferable knowledge gained from failure is likely larger for technically 

similar products. Yet, the technical core of products also influences firms’ allocation of attention, 

search for implications, and learning from failure. Shedding more light on the role of the product 

portfolio in directing firms’ attention, search and learning is a promising area for micro-level research.  

Fourth, the result that across-product learning mainly occurs locally in one production plant gives 

insights on how knowledge from failure is embodied in firms (Levitt et al. 2013). Knowledge from 
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failure appears to reside in the processes and individual workers of single plants rather than the 

broader organization.  

Finally, our work links to work in operations management that finds that some types of product variety 

can improve a firm’s product quality (Dutt and Lawrence 2018, Shah et al. 2016). These benefits may 

come from across-product learning and differences in product quality may partly be driven by 

differences in across-product learning from failures.  

Our study also has relevant managerial implications. Learning from past recalls can improve firms’ 

product quality and firms can foster this by creating a technical overlap for products in their portfolio, 

co-producing products and having close supplier relationships. In expert interviews in the automotive 

industry, we found that automakers do not explicitly pay attention to learning from product recalls 

when designing their products or deciding on production locations. While automakers track their 

recalls and the associated technical cause, knowledge sharing systems that collect and circulate 

information on product recalls do not seem to be common practice. Such practices could foster 

learning across automakers that share the parent firm.   

Future research and conclusion 

Our study has some limitations. The automotive industry is a mature, oligopolistic industry. This may 

limit the generalizability of our results as they may be limited to complex technological products 

produced globally in different plants. We only observe vehicle recalls in the US, so our findings may 

be influenced by US market and regulatory idiosyncrasies. Future work should investigate learning 

from product recalls in different industries and countries. Although we find extensive evidence 

consistent with various forms of learning, we cannot observe the underlying activities and processes 

that lead to the observed learning patterns. Our findings on differences between manufacturing and 

design recalls, the influence of firm boundaries, and the type of discovery permits some conclusions 

about the underlying activities. Yet, future work directly observing the processes by which firms learn 

from product failures across products would be valuable. Finally, by studying learning from product 

recalls, we only observe learning from public product failures. Firms may also learn from product 

failures that did not cause a public product recall. Asking if learning from public failures differs from 
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“private” failures and if firms can avoid disastrous, public failures by learning from small, internal 

failures would be fruitful. 

Summing up, we show that across-product learning matters in multiproduct firms. Learning curves 

thus have a “scope dimension” and learning curves at the organizational level show the aggregate 

effect of intricate within- and across-product learning processes. Future studies therefore should pay 

attention to the scope dimension of learning curves and explore it in greater detail. We hope that this 

study inspires more research in this direction.  
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Figure 1. Number of recalls and number of products for the 20 largest automakers 
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Tables 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics           
Variables Mean SD Median  Min Max 

Number of recalls 1.830 2.395 1.000 0.000 26.000 

Cum. recalls of other models (3y window) 22.823 21.098 16.000 0.000 117.000 

Cum. recalls of the focal model (3y window) 1.668 2.306 1.000 0.000 30.000 

Cum. recalls of other models (10y) 77.630 69.131 57.000 0.000 300.000 

Cum. recalls of the focal model (10y) 2.259 3.305 1.000 0.000 35.000 

Cum. recalls of other models (15y) 111.174 105.983 78.000 0.000 449.000 

Cum. recalls of the focal model (15y) 2.260 3.306 1.000 0.000 35.000 

Cum. recalls of other firms (3y) 702.015 72.334 714.000 545.000 950.000 

Platform variety 6.768 4.321 5.000 1.000 19.000 

Model variety 1.109 0.368 1.000 1.000 4.000 

Platform sharing 1.967 1.186 2.000 1.000 7.000 

Plant variety 2.102 2.137 1.000 1.000 16.000 

Plant sharing 2.092 1.125 2.000 1.000 7.000 

Years since launch 2.642 2.160 2.000 0.000 12.000 

Nb. of previous generations 1.614 2.173 1.000 0.000 13.000 

Share of voluntary recalls 0.561 0.416 0.667 0.000 1.000 

Nb. of models 9.065 5.260 8.000 1.000 20.000 

Production experience (in 1000) 274.237 462.943 110.972 0.000 4,831.744 

Notes. N=2,337 observations. Abbreviations: max = maximum; min = minimum; SD= standard deviation. 
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Table 2. Correlations                             

Variables 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 

1. Number of recalls               

2. Cum. recalls of other models (3y) 0.206*              

3. Cum. recalls of the focal model (3y) 0.355* 0.141*             

4. Cum. recalls of other firms (3y) -0.105* -0.239* -0.117*            

5. Platform variety 0.141* 0.740* 0.072* -0.257*           

6. Model variety 0.116* 0.167* 0.008 -0.071* 0.258*          

7. Platform sharing 0.082* 0.081* 0.100* -0.157* 0.061* -0.036         

8. Plant variety 0.146* 0.156* 0.109* -0.107* 0.199* 0.327* 0.123*        

9. Plant sharing -0.120* -0.118* -0.054* -0.101* 0.078* -0.038 0.325* 0.032       

10. Years since launch -0.126* -0.049* 0.319* -0.263* 0.043* -0.039 0.011 -0.016 0.094*      

11. Nb. of previous generations 0.200* 0.174* 0.098* -0.118* 0.185* 0.352* 0.122* 0.401* -0.042* -0.058*     

12. Share of voluntary recalls 0.370* 0.023 0.216* -0.044* -0.009 -0.012 0.078* 0.065* -0.045* -0.031 0.000    

13. Nb. of models 0.132* 0.628* 0.092* -0.326* 0.857* 0.185* 0.339* 0.243* 0.252* 0.078* 0.192* 0.017  

14. Production experience (in 1000) 0.216* 0.182* 0.407* -0.190* 0.258* 0.224* 0.089* 0.556* -0.024 0.377* 0.297* 0.049* 0.239* 

15. Model year -0.002 -0.003 0.077* -0.710* 0.068* 0.024 0.176* 0.097* 0.185* 0.404* 0.088* 0.041* 0.192* 0.194* 

Notes. N=2,337 observations. Table displays Pearson correlation coefficients. Significance level: * p ≤ 0.05  
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Table 3. Basic model and comparison of different time windows  
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Estimated model OLS OLS OLS OLS nbreg OLS OLS 

Dependent variable  ln(recalls+1) ln(recalls+1) ln(recalls+1) ln(recalls+1) recalls ln(recalls+1) ln(recalls+1) 

Cum. recalls of other models (3y)   -0.006***   -0.007*** -0.018*     

    (0.002)   (0.002) (0.009)     

Cum. recalls of the focal model (3y)     -0.023+ -0.027* -0.060*     

      (0.013) (0.012) (0.030)     

Cum. recalls of other models (10y)           -0.006***   

            (0.001)   

Cum. recalls of the focal model (10y)           -0.043***   

            (0.009)   

Cum. recalls of other model (15y)             -0.005*** 

              (0.001) 

Cum. recalls of the focal model (15y)             -0.042*** 

              (0.008) 

Platform variety -0.037 -0.026 -0.036 -0.024 -0.115 -0.023 -0.026 

  (0.030) (0.026) (0.031) (0.027) (0.081) (0.030) (0.030) 

Model variety 0.094 0.099+ 0.095 0.101+ 0.381+ 0.097+ 0.102+ 

  (0.059) (0.057) (0.058) (0.055) (0.207) (0.054) (0.053) 

Platform sharing -0.015 -0.013 -0.013 -0.010 -0.013 -0.003 -0.003 

  (0.032) (0.030) (0.031) (0.028) (0.112) (0.030) (0.029) 

Plant variety 0.031 0.031 0.032 0.031 0.074 0.023 0.020 

  (0.027) (0.025) (0.028) (0.026) (0.072) (0.026) (0.027) 

Plant sharing -0.039 -0.040 -0.039 -0.041 -0.225+ -0.050+ -0.050+ 

  (0.030) (0.031) (0.029) (0.030) (0.121) (0.030) (0.030) 

Years since launch -0.086*** -0.087*** -0.082*** -0.083*** -0.300*** -0.067*** -0.065*** 

  (0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.017) (0.062) (0.018) (0.017) 

Nb. of previous generations -0.239* -0.227* -0.253* -0.243* -0.671+ -0.250* -0.231* 

  (0.102) (0.100) (0.108) (0.105) (0.407) (0.117) (0.110) 

Share of voluntary recalls 0.850*** 0.845*** 0.854*** 0.849*** 3.038*** 0.838*** 0.838*** 

  (0.047) (0.046) (0.047) (0.047) (0.236) (0.048) (0.048) 

Nb. of models 0.020 0.024 0.020 0.024 0.143+ 0.027 0.028 

  (0.022) (0.023) (0.022) (0.023) (0.081) (0.022) (0.021) 

Production experience 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000** 0.000* 0.000* 

  (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 0.780*** 0.881*** 0.761** 0.869***   1.065*** 1.126*** 

  (0.219) (0.211) (0.228) (0.219)   (0.244) (0.231) 

Observations 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 

R-squared 0.352 0.359 0.356 0.365   0.381 0.382 

Notes. Standard errors clustered at the automaker-level in parentheses. Marginal effects are shown in column (5). Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1. 
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Table 4. Recalls of other manufacturers and multicollinearity 
Dependent: ln(recalls+1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Cum. recalls of other manufacturers (3y)   0.008*** -0.001+ -0.001 -0.001+   
    (0.002) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)   

Cum. recalls of unrelated manufacturers (3y)           -0.001+ 

            (0.000) 
Cum. recalls of mfrs. sharing parent company (3y)           -0.001 

            (0.001) 

Cum. recalls of other model (3y)       -0.008*** -0.007*** -0.007*** 
        (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) 

Cum. recalls of the focal model (3y)       -0.028* -0.027* -0.027* 

        (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) 
Platform variety -0.037 -0.024 -0.046 -0.024 -0.033 -0.033 

  (0.030) (0.026) (0.034) (0.027) (0.031) (0.031) 

Model variety 0.094 0.100+ 0.102+ 0.101+ 0.108+ 0.108+ 
  (0.059) (0.056) (0.059) (0.055) (0.056) (0.057) 

Platform sharing -0.015 -0.012 -0.022 -0.010 -0.017 -0.017 

  (0.032) (0.029) (0.030) (0.028) (0.026) (0.026) 
Plant variety 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 

  (0.027) (0.025) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026) 

Plant sharing -0.039 -0.040 -0.030 -0.041 -0.032 -0.032 
  (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.029) (0.029) 

Years since launch -0.086*** -0.086*** -0.059*** -0.083*** -0.054*** -0.054*** 

  (0.016) (0.016) (0.010) (0.017) (0.011) (0.010) 
Nb. of previous generations -0.239* -0.230* -0.073 -0.243* -0.070 -0.070 

  (0.102) (0.101) (0.057) (0.105) (0.055) (0.055) 

Share of voluntary recalls 0.850*** 0.845*** 0.855*** 0.849*** 0.854*** 0.855*** 
  (0.047) (0.046) (0.049) (0.047) (0.048) (0.049) 

Nb. of models 0.020 0.024 0.025 0.024 0.029 0.029 

  (0.022) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.024) (0.024) 
Production experience 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

  (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Year dummies             
2002 0.018 0.540*   -0.089     

  (0.158) (0.217)   (0.127)     

2003 -0.001 1.672**   -0.338**     
  (0.184) (0.532)   (0.116)     

2004 -0.088 1.542**   -0.410***     
  (0.188) (0.513)   (0.091)     

2005 0.025 1.523**   -0.258**     

  (0.184) (0.476)   (0.095)     
2006 0.013 0.869*   -0.143     

  (0.199) (0.339)   (0.139)     

2007 0.036 1.439**   -0.232*     
  (0.210) (0.473)   (0.094)     

2008 0.009 1.244**   -0.219+     

  (0.220) (0.445)   (0.120)     
2009 0.074 1.645**   -0.220*     

  (0.241) (0.537)   (0.103)     

2010 0.139 1.537**   -0.107     
  (0.221) (0.466)   (0.100)     

2011 0.219 2.073***   -0.113+     

  (0.237) (0.568)   (0.059)     
2012 0.310 2.687***   -0.130**     

  (0.268) (0.695)   (0.037)     

2013 0.452+ 2.905***         
  (0.259) (0.712)         

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 0.780*** -6.236** 1.112** 2.050* 1.111** 1.110** 

 (0.219) (2.038) (0.379) (0.818) (0.361) (0.361) 

Observations 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 2,337 

R-squared 0.352 0.362 0.332 0.365 0.346 0.346 

Notes. OLS regressions. Standard errors clustered at the automaker-level in parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * 

p<0.05, + p<0.1.  
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Table 5. Influence of technical similarity and co-production on learning from failure 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Type of recalls 

all recalls 
design 

recalls 

severe 

design 

recalls 

mfg recalls 
severe mfg 

recalls 

all 

recalls 

design 

recalls 

severe 

design 

recalls 

mfg recalls 
severe mfg 

recalls 

Cum. rcls. of other models on other platforms -0.006* -0.007 -0.007 -0.005 -0.012      

  (0.003) (0.006) (0.009) (0.004) (0.014)      

Cum. rcls. of other models on the focal platform -0.028** 0.014 0.298*** -0.028 -0.203***      

  (0.008) (0.048) (0.047) (0.049) (0.037)      

Cum. rcls. of the focal model on other platforms 0.066 0.035 0.261** -0.295       

  (0.053) (0.071) (0.082) (0.206)       

Cum. rcls. of the focal model on the focal platform -0.039*** -0.115*** -0.154*** -0.045** -0.086*      

  (0.011) (0.016) (0.027) (0.013) (0.035)      

Cum. rcls. of other models on other plants      -0.010* -0.012 -0.013+ 0.005 0.019 

       (0.005) (0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.018) 

Cum. rcls. of other models on the focal plant      -0.018** -0.016 -0.036+ -0.019** -0.041 

       (0.006) (0.010) (0.021) (0.007) (0.035) 

Cum. rcls. of the focal model on other plants      -0.006 0.008 0.104*** -0.046* -0.121+ 

       (0.019) (0.034) (0.029) (0.021) (0.066) 

Cum. rcls. of the focal model on the focal plant      -0.035** -0.106*** -0.176*** -0.041* -0.108+ 

       (0.012) (0.021) (0.046) (0.016) (0.060) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 0.871** 0.455* 0.441* 0.629** 0.598** 1.192*** 0.416 0.320 1.217 1.003 

  (0.250) (0.206) (0.210) (0.182) (0.172) (0.325) (0.635) (0.658) (0.807) (0.752) 

Observations 2,590 2,022 2,022 2,022 2,022 4,912 3,742 3,742 3,742 3,742 

R-squared 0.358 0.178 0.165 0.209 0.199 0.313 0.173 0.177 0.217 0.209 

Notes. Columns (1)-(5): Level of analysis = Focal car model in a specific year on a specific platform. Columns (6)-(10): Level of analysis = Focal car model in a specific year on a 

specific plant. Due to data availability restrictions, we only use model years from 2003 to 2012 for Columns (2)-(5) and (7)-(10). A three-year window is used to measure accumulated 

past recalls. OLS regressions. Standard errors clustered at the automaker-level in parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1. 
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Table 6. Influence of outsourcing on learning from failures  
Dependent: ln(recalls+1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Type of recalls all recalls severe recalls all recalls all recalls all recalls all recalls all recalls all recalls 

Region dummy=1     US EU Jap US EU Jap 

Cum. supplier rcls. of other models -0.007* -0.031*** -0.009* -0.005+ -0.008* -0.008* -0.007* -0.007* 

  (0.003) (0.008) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) 

Cum. non-supplier rcls. of other models -0.008** -0.006*** -0.008** -0.008*** -0.008*** -0.004 -0.009*** -0.008*** 

  (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.007) (0.002) (0.002) 

Cum. supplier rcls. of the focal model -0.036*** -0.065* -0.035*** -0.036*** -0.037*** -0.036*** -0.036*** -0.036*** 

  (0.008) (0.028) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 

Cum. non-supplier rcls. of the focal model -0.019 -0.023+ -0.019 -0.020 -0.020 -0.020 -0.019 -0.019 

  (0.023) (0.012) (0.023) (0.023) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023) (0.023) 

Cum. supplier rcls. of other models*Region dummy     0.005 -0.013* 0.006       

      (0.004) (0.006) (0.008)       

Cum. non-supplier rcls. of other models*Region 

dummy   
      -0.006 0.017 0.001 

            (0.007) (0.012) (0.010) 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 0.869*** 0.851*** 0.860*** 0.866*** 0.874*** 0.850*** 0.811*** 0.869*** 

  (0.193) (0.216) (0.194) (0.185) (0.191) (0.183) (0.178) (0.193) 

Observations 2,312 2,312 2,312 2,312 2,312 2,312 2,312 2,312 

R-squared 0.368 0.373 0.368 0.369 0.368 0.368 0.370 0.368 

Notes. A three-year window is used to measure accumulated past recalls. Due to data availability restrictions, we only use model years from 2003 to 2014. OLS regressions. 

Standard errors clustered at the automaker-level in parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1.  
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Table 7. Influence of past recalls on the share of internally discovered faults, time to recall and share of 

voluntary recalls 

  (1) (2) (3) 

Dependent 
Share of internally 

discovered 
Av. time to recall 

Share of 

voluntary recalls 

Cum. recalls of other models 0.001 -1.138 -0.002 

  (0.002) (1.985) (0.002) 

Cum. recalls of the focal model 0.016** -24.242*** 0.008 

  (0.005) (6.523) (0.005) 

Platform variety 0.019 -11.768 0.019+ 

  (0.013) (9.465) (0.011) 

Model variety -0.015 -47.362 0.063 

  (0.047) (65.290) (0.059) 

Platform sharing 0.008 -50.551* 0.030+ 

  (0.016) (21.648) (0.015) 

Plant variety 0.004 17.303 -0.022** 

  (0.013) (16.436) (0.008) 

Plant sharing 0.016 22.706 -0.023 

  (0.029) (22.323) (0.018) 

Years since launch 0.021 -9.622 0.012 

  (0.015) (14.901) (0.015) 

Nb. of previous generations 0.128 -73.956 0.146 

  (0.088) (65.111) (0.093) 

Share of voluntary recalls 0.253*** -259.182***   

  (0.071) (60.158)   

Nb. of models 0.008 1.561 -0.013 

  (0.010) (16.617) (0.009) 

Production experience -0.000 0.084 -0.000 

  (0.000) (0.057) (0.000) 

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes 

Year fixed-effects Yes Yes Yes 

Constant -0.180 595.226*** 0.595*** 

  (0.135) (138.006) (0.121) 

Observations 1,511 1,098 1,511 

R-squared 0.070 0.131 0.086 

Notes. A three-year window is used to measure accumulated past recalls. OLS regressions. Standard errors clustered 

at the automaker-level in parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1.  
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Table 8. Independence of portfolio decisions from the number of past recalls 

  Median SD Correlations (1) (2) 

      DV: (1) DV: (2) 

(1) Production of car model is discontinued (dummy) 0.000 0.501    
  

(2) Years of production of a car model generation 5.000 2.026 0.039     
(3) Cum. recalls in the first 2 years of car model generation 2.000 3.843 -0.204* -0.028 -0.102*** 0.003 

          (0.030) (0.032) 

Nb. prev generations         -0.109* -0.105+ 

          (0.048) (0.058) 

Firm fixed-effects         Yes Yes 

Constant         0.423 4.013*** 

          (0.428) (0.623) 

Observations         281 307 

R-squared           0.286 

Notes. (1): probit regression. (2): OLS regression. Standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1.  
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Table 9. Summary of results 

Learning within and 

across products 
Results Explanation 

On average  Firms learn from product 

failures within and across 

products 

 Indicates that across-product learning is 

important for understanding 

organizations’ learning rates and 

differences in learning rates across 

organizations 

Technologically similar 

products 

 Across-product learning 

from manufacturing faults 

only takes place for 

technologically similar 

products 

 Across-product learning 

from design faults leads to 

the identification of 

additional faults in similar 

products 

 Learning does not occur 

across automakers even if 

products are built on the 

same technological 

platform 

 Knowledge acquired for products built on 

a specific technological platform may be 

irrelevant for products build on a different 

platform  

 Unlikely that technological transferability 

alone drives the results (see discussion) 

 Firms focus their attention and efforts on 

understanding faults on products on the 

same technological platform rather than 

evaluating the consequences for their 

whole portfolio  

 Indicates that there is an organizational 

side to across-product learning as well as 

the technological one 

Co-produced products  Design faults can lead to 

learning across products 

produced in different plants 

while manufacturing faults 

only lead to learning across 

the affected plant’s 

products 

 Learning from failure is still very local 

even in a highly automated industry 

 Knowledge accumulated from failure 

seems to be embodied in plant-specific 

processes or individual workers rather 

than in the broader organization or 

technology  

Outsourced components  Firms learn more from 

severe product failures 

within and across products 

if the failure involves 

components by third-party 

suppliers, but learning also 

occurs without supplier 

involvement 

 Indicates that firms learn more from 

others’ failures when deep investigation is 

more aggravating 

 The deepness of investigation seems more 

relevant for learning than a close 

relationship to suppliers 

Learning by testing vs. 

building better 

products 

 Firms seem to test more 

within a product after faults 

but do not increase testing 

across products 

 Firms seem to improve their products and 

do not only increase testing to avoid 

future recalls, e.g. by changing processes 

and product features  

Alternative explanations 

Reputation management  Firms recall faster and more 

voluntarily if the focal 

product faced more recalls 

in the past  

 There is no significant 

effect across products 

 Initial concern: Firms may manage their 

reputation actively and delay further 

recalls if they experienced many recalls in 

the past 

 Support for the opposite effect within 

products 

 May lead to an under- rather than over-

estimation of learning within products 

Product portfolio 

adjustments 

 Products with more past 

recalls are likelier to be 

continued 

 Initial concern: Firms stop producing car 

models that triggered many recalls in the 

first years or accelerate the introduction 

of a new generation for these models 

 No support for this explanation 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1. Influence of the cumulative production experience 

Dependent: ln(recalls+1) (1) (2) 

      

Cum. recalls of other models (3y) -0.007*** -0.007*** 

  (0.002) (0.002) 

Cum. recalls of the focal model (3y) -0.027* -0.023* 

  (0.012) (0.011) 

Platform variety -0.024 -0.026 

  (0.027) (0.027) 

Model variety 0.101+ 0.089 

  (0.055) (0.055) 

Platform sharing -0.010 -0.009 

  (0.028) (0.027) 

Plant variety 0.031 0.038 

  (0.027) (0.025) 

Plant sharing -0.041 -0.044 

  (0.030) (0.030) 

Years since launch -0.083*** -0.077*** 

  (0.017) (0.017) 

Nb. of previous generations -0.244* -0.252* 

  (0.105) (0.106) 

Share of voluntary recalls 0.849*** 0.854*** 

  (0.047) (0.047) 

Nb. of models 0.024 0.026 

  (0.023) (0.023) 

Production experience 0.000   

  (0.000)   

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes 

Year fixed-effects Yes Yes 

Constant 0.870*** 0.876*** 

  (0.219) (0.221) 

Observations 2,337 2,337 

R-squared 0.365 0.363 

Notes. OLS regressions. Standard errors clustered at the automaker-level in 

parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1.  
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Appendix 2. Influence of platform sharing across automakers on learning  
  (1) (2) 

Cum. rcls. of other mfrs. on other platforms -0.001 -0.000 

  (0.001) (0.001) 

Cum. rcls. of other mfrs. on the focal platform -0.002 0.003 

  (0.008) (0.008) 

Cum. rcls. of other models on other platforms -0.006* -0.006** 

  (0.003) (0.002) 

Cum. rcls. of other models on the focal platform -0.028*** -0.023** 

  (0.008) (0.007) 

Cum. rcls. of the focal model on other platforms 0.072 0.018 

  (0.051) (0.052) 

Cum. rcls. of the focal model on the focal platform -0.040*** -0.039** 

  (0.011) (0.011) 

Platform variety -0.028 -0.034 

  (0.027) (0.034) 

Model variety 0.120* 0.137* 

  (0.060) (0.065) 

Platform sharing -0.016 -0.001 

  (0.045) (0.054) 

Plant variety 0.031 0.032 

  (0.025) (0.026) 

Plant sharing -0.045+ -0.041+ 

  (0.023) (0.024) 

Years since launch -0.068** -0.028* 

  (0.024) (0.011) 

Nb. of previous generations -0.188+ 0.023 

  (0.107) (0.075) 

Share of voluntary recalls 0.840*** 0.849*** 

  (0.053) (0.056) 

Nb. of models on the focal platform 0.015 -0.009 

  (0.050) (0.059) 

Nb. of models 0.025 0.026 

  (0.020) (0.020) 

Production experience 0.000 0.000 

  (0.000) (0.000) 

Model fixed-effects Yes Yes 

Year fixed-effects Yes No 

Constant 0.900** 0.450+ 

  (0.271) (0.230) 

Observations 2,590 2,590 

R-squared 0.359 0.338 

Notes. Level of analysis= Focal car model in a specific year on a specific platform. A three-

year window is used to measure accumulated past recalls. OLS regressions. Standard errors 

clustered at the automaker-level in parentheses. Significance levels: *** p<0.001, ** 

p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1.  
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